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A FINITE ELEMENT MODEL FOR THE
TIME-DEPENDENT JOULE HEATING PROBLEM

CHARLES M. ELLIOTT AND STIG LARSSON

Abstract. We study a spatially semidiscrete and a completely discrete finite

element model for a nonlinear system consisting of an elliptic and a parabolic

partial differential equation describing the electric heating of a conducting body.

We prove error bounds of optimal order under minimal regularity assumptions

when the number of spatial variables d < 3. We establish the existence of

solutions with the required regularity over arbitrarily long intervals of time

when d < 2 .

1. Introduction

In this note we consider the numerical approximation by the finite element

method of the following nonlinear elliptic-parabolic system

(1.1) ut-Au = o(uW\2,       xe

-V-(ct(«)V0) = O,

where u = u(x, t), <f> = <p(x, /), ut = du/dt, V denotes the gradient with

respect to the x-variables and A = V • V is the Laplacian. These differential

equations are studied for t in a finite interval [0, T] and for x in a bounded

convex polygonal domain Q in Rd , d = 1, 2 or 3, together with initial and

boundary conditions

u(x,t) = 0, <f>(x, t) = g(x, t),       x£dQ, t£[0,T],

u(x, 0) = uo(x), x e Í2.

We make the assumption that the function o e C2(R) and that, for some
k , K > 0 and all s £ R,

(1.3) 0<k<o(s)<K,        \o'(s)\ + \o"(s)\<K.

This system models the electric heating of a conducting body [5] with u being

the temperature, <f> the electric potential, and a the temperature-dependent

electric conductivity.

Let (•, •) and || • || denote the inner product and norm in L2 = L2(Q),

and //' = //>(Q) = {u £ L2 : |Vw| £ L2},  Hx = {u £ //' : u\aa = 0}
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be the standard Sobolev spaces. The finite element method is based on the

weak formulation of the above initial boundary value problem, where we seek

u(t) £ H0X, (¡>(t) £ Hx with 4>(t) - g(t) £ H0X such that

(M)        (ut,x) + (Vu,S7x) = i<yiu)\V4>\2,x), V*€//0',   t£[0,T],

u(0) = Uo,

and

(1.5) (o(u)V<j>,VX) = 0,        MX£H¿,  t£[0,T].

Let {Sh}h>o be a family of approximating subspaces of //', where each

space Sh consists of continuous piecewise linear polynomials with respect to a

triangulation of Q with maximum meshwidth h . With each Sh we associate

the subspace 5/, = {Uh £ Sh : Uh\aa - 0}. We assume that the family of tri-
angulations is such that the standard interpolation error estimates [4, Theorem

3.2.1] and inverse estimates [4, Theorem 3.2.6] hold.

We first consider a semidiscrete approximation: find uh(t) £ Sh , 4>h(t) £ S h

with (f)h(t) - nhg(t) £ Sh such that

(16)    iuh,t,X) + iVUh,Vx) = io-(Uh)\Vcj)h\2,x),        VxeSh,  t£[0,T],

uh(0) = uho,

and

(1.7) (o(uh)Vcßh,Vx) = 0,        VxeSh,  t£[0,T],

where %h '■ C(Cl) —» Sh denotes the standard Lagrangian interpolation operator

and Uho £ Sh is an appropriate approximation of wo. For this method we

prove an error estimate of the form

\\uh(t) - u(t)\\ + WMt) - 0(011 < C(u, <t>, T)h2,        t£[0,T],

(see Theorem 3.1 below) under a certain assumption about the regularity of

the exact solutions u and cf). This assumption is essentially the same as in

the standard error analysis for the corresponding linear elliptic and parabolic

problems. The main difficulty here concerns the treatment of the gradient-

dependent nonlinearity: one has to deal with the expression

°(uh)\V4>h\2 - o(u)\V4>\2 = o(uh)V(<f>h + 4>) • V(cph -4>) + (o(uh) - <7(M))|V0|2 ,

where V(<ph - 4>) is formally only 0(h), and where V</> and V0/, enter in a

nonlinear way. These difficulties are handled by means of a duality argument

and by taking advantage of parabolic smoothing. In particular, we avoid using

a maximum norm bound for V</>/,, which would be difficult to obtain.

We also consider a completely discrete scheme based on the backward Euler

method with semi-implicit linearization: find Un £ Sh , ®n € Sh with <!>„ -

nhg(tn) £ Sh such that

(BnUn , X) + (Vt/„, V*) = (o(Un-X)\V<!>n-X\2, X),

(1-8) Vxe$k,   tn€(0,T],

Uo = Uho ,

and

(1.9) (cr(c7n)V<D„,Vy) = 0,        V* £ Sh,  tn £ [0, T).
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Here d„ U„ = (U„- Un-X)/k , tn = nk , n = 0, 1,2, ... , and k is the timestep.
For this scheme we show in Theorem 3.3 that

\\U„ - u(tn)\\ + \\d>„ - <t>(tn)\\ <C(u,4>, T)(h2 + k), tn£[0,T),

again under the same regularity requirement as for linear problems.

We begin the error analysis in §2 by recalling some results about linear elliptic

and parabolic finite element problems. The nonlinear error analysis is carried

out in §3, where it is assumed that the number of spatial variables d < 3,
and that the exact solutions have minimal regularity. Finally, in §4 we prove

the global existence of solutions with the required regularity when d < 2.

Our argument here builds upon the techniques of Cimatti [5], who showed the

existence of weak solutions. We are not aware of any existence and regularity

result in the three-dimensional case.

There is a vast literature on finite element methods for nonlinear elliptic and

parabolic problems. For example, we mention the work [6, 7] on the porous

media equations, which are similar to the Joule heating problem. Roughly

speaking, the porous media equations are (1.1) with the term o(u)\V<f>\2 re-

placed by V0 • V«, where m is a concentration, </> is the pressure, and V0 is

the velocity. In [6, 7] the equation for <f> is solved by a mixed method where

both 4> and V0 are approximated to order 0(h2), so that some difficulties

that we address here are partly avoided there.

After the present work was finished we became aware of the paper [18], which

addresses the same problem as we do, but obtains nonoptimal results.

Throughout this work we use the notation ||m||OT;/, = (Y^\a\<m ll^""!!! )

for the norm in the standard Sobolev space  Wpm = W™(il) with the usual

modification for p = oo, and with the exception that || • || and (•, •) denote

the norm and inner product in L2. We also write Hm = W2m when p — 2.

2. Linear error analysis

In this section we collect some facts about linear elliptic and parabolic finite

element problems that we will need in the sequel. Since dQ. is a convex polygon,

it is well known [9] that the Laplacian A is an isomorphism from H2 n H0X onto

L2, and we let A-' denote its inverse. Let Rh : //0' -» Sh be defined by the
equation

(2.1) (VRhu,yx) = (Vu,Vx),       Vu£Hx, xesh.

From the standard error analysis [4, Theorems 3.2.2, 3.2.5] for linear elliptic

finite element problems we quote the error estimates

(2.2) ||(JRA-/)M|| + A||(JRA-/)M||1)2<CA2||M||2)2,       VWG//2n//0'.

We denote by A/, : Sh —> Sh the discrete Laplacian defined by

(-A**,tf) = (Vx,Vif),        Vx,r¡eSh,

and we let Eh(t) = exp(tAh) be the analytic semigroup generated by Ah , and

Ph : L2 -> Sh the orthogonal projector. It is well known that Eh(t)Ph satisfies

the following bounds:

(2.3) WEh(t)PhW\\ + tx'2\\Eh(t)Phw\\u2 + t\\AhEh(t)Ph<p\\ < C\\¥\\,        t > 0,
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for y/ £ L2, where C is independent of h and /, reflecting the uniform

analyticity of the evolution operator. In a similar way, for the discrete evolution

operator E^h = (I - kAh)~" associated with the backward Euler method, we

have

(2.4)     WE"khPhwW + tl„ß\\EZhPhv\\i,2 + t„WAhE"khPhW\\ < C\\y\\,        tn > 0.

We may now state and prove error bounds for linear parabolic finite element

problems. Such results are common in the literature, but a particular feature

of the error bounds presented here is that the regularity requirement is optimal

and expressed in a form that is suitable for our regularity analysis in §4. Similar

results are proved in Chapter 2 of [ 17] for spatially semidiscrete approximations

of the linear homogeneous problem, but are not readily available for the non-

homogeneous problem and completely discrete schemes. Moreover, our proof

technique is different from that of [17]; being based on (2.3) and (2.4), this

technique will also be used in our nonlinear error analysis below.

Theorem 2.1. (a) Suppose that u(t) £ H0X is the solution of the linear heat equa-

tion

(2 5) i"t,X) + iVu,Vx) = ifit),x),        Vjetfo1,  r>0,

w(0) = uQ,

and that Uh(t) £ Sh satisfies

(Uh,t,X) + (Vuh,Vx) = ifit),X),        VXZSh, t>0,

"a(0) = mao.

Then, for t > 0, we have

(2.6)     ||«A(f) - «(OH < CWuho - "oil + Ch2 sup (||m(s)||2,2 + s\\ut(s)\\2,2) >

provided that the solution u has the regularity implied by the norms on the

right-hand side, (b) If Un £ Sh satisfies

(27)        (dnu„,x) + Çv'Un,vx) = (f(tn),x),     vxeSh, tn>0,

Uo = Uho,

then, for t„ > 0, we have

WUn - U(tn)\\ < CWUhO - Uo\\

„0v +Ch2 sup (||m(j)||2,2 + I|m/(í)II+í||mí(í)I|2,2)
(2.8) o<í<í„ v '

+ Ck sup (WA-xun(s)W+sWun(s)W\.
0<s<t„ v '

Proof. We prove (2.8) only; (2.6) can be proved in a similar way; indeed, it

essentially follows from (2.8) as k —► 0. See also [17, Lemma 4 of Chapter 2]

for a different proof of (2.6). Let for simplicity

F(U)=    SUp   (||M(í)||2.2 + ||"í(í)ll+5||"í(j)ll2.2),

G(u)=   sup   (||A-'M„(5)||+5||M„(i)||).
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We write

e„ = U„- u(tn) = (u„ - Rhu(t„)) + (Rhu(t„) - u(tn)) = 6n + pn,

and the required estimate for pn follows from (2.2):

(2.9) \\pH\\ < C/*2||M(i„)||2,2 < Ch2F(u).

Moreover, we have

(2.10) WdnPn\\<Ch2t-xF(u),        tn>0,

because

Wdnpn\\ < Ch2t~x_x    max   (íllM/ÍOlb^) < Ch2t~xF(u),

for tn>t2, and

1101011| < Ch2k~x max ||«(0ll2,2 < Ch2t~xF(u).
0<t<k

The remaining term 6„ belongs to Sh , and using (2.7), (2.5) and (2.1), we

find that it satisfies the equation

d„B„ - Ahdn = Ph (y-d„pn + <w„) ,

where a>„ = ut(t„) - dnu(t„). Hence, by Duhamel's principle,

en=Ej>h6o + kYEnk;i+lPh(-djPj + a>j).
7=1

Let [n/2] be the integer part of n/2. Summation by parts gives

[n/2] [n/2]

-* E E"khJ+lph9jPj = E"khPhPo - Enk-h[nl2xPhP{ni2i + k Y {djEnkhJ)PhPj,
j=x j=\

where dß"^ = -AhE^j+x, so that

I»/2]

6H = E"khPhe0 - E"k-^Phpln/2] - k Y ^EnkhJ+lPhPj

7=1

n [n/2]

-*    E    E^PhdjPj + kY^E^^Ph-PhA-^
j=[n/2]+l 7=1

[n/2] n 7

+ kYAhEnkhJ+lPhA-xœJ+k    Y    E^PhCO^Y*'-
j=l 7=[n/2]+l 1=1

We proceed to estimate the seven terms on the right-hand side.   Using the

smoothing property (2.4), the error bounds (2.9) and (2.10), we have

4 [n/2] „

Y\\R'\\<c(Weo\\ + \\pln/2]W)+CkYtñ-j+i\\Pj\\ + ck    Y    WdJPj\\
1=1 7=1 7=[«/2]+l

[n/2], in/¿\ n x

<enroll+ch2F(u)(i+kYt;lj+x+* Y u1)

< C||e0|| + Ch2F(u).

7=1 7=[n/2]+l

!.2l
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For the fifth term we use the fact that A¡~'/>„ - A-1 = (Rh - I)A~X , so that by

(2.2) and elliptic regularity

W(A-xPh-A-x)cüj\\ = \\(Rh-I)A-lOj\\ < CÄ2||A-V||2,2 < Ch2WcOj\\

Hence,

< Ch2   max   ||h,(0|| < Ch2F(u).
tj-\<t<t)

[n/2]

\\RS\\ < Ch2F(u)k Y Cj+X < Ch2F(u).
7 = 1

For the sixth term we note that

l|A-Sll =

so that

Finally, we have

because

¡' (/-0-i)A-'i
Jtj-i

Uit(t)dt\\<k   max   ||A_1w„(0H < kG(u),
tj-i<t<tj

[n/2]

\R6\\ < CkG(u)k Y tñ-j+x ̂  CkG(u).
7=1

\\o)j\\ < CktJxG(u),        tj>0,

k'x     ' (t-tj_x)u„(t)dt   <kt~}_{   max   (t\\u„(t)\\) <Ckt~xG(u),
Jtj-, tJ-i<t<tj\ I

for tj > t2, and

m   = k~x       tutt(t)dt   < max (tWu,t(t)\\) <G(u) = kt~xG(u).
JO 0<t<k\ '

Hence,

WRiW < Ck    Y    IKH ̂  CkG(u)k    Y    lJl ^ CkG(u).
7=[n/2]+l 7=[n/2]+l

Taken together, these estimates prove (2.8).   D

3. Nonlinear error analysis

3.1. The semidiscrete case. Let w„, </>„ be the semidiscrete finite element

approximations of the solutions u, 4> of the nonlinear problem (1.1). In this

section we estimate the errors «(0 - uh(t) and </>(0 - </>«(0 uniformly over a
finite time interval 0 < t < T under minimal assumptions about the regularity

of u and 4>. The error analysis is carried out under the assumption that the

number of spatial variables d < 3 ; the regularity assumptions, however, have

only been verified for d < 2, see §4 below. The result is presented in the

following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. Let «,</> and Uh,4>h be solutions of (1.4)-(l.5) and (1.6)-(l.7),
respectively, with w„0 chosen so that

(3.1) Wuo-Uho\\<Mxh2.

Assume further that d < 3 and that

(3-2) SUP  (||U(0I|2,2 + Í|M0I|2,2)<M2,
o</<rv '

(3.3) SUP   (|U(0ll»2(an) + 11^(0112,2 + IWOIIl.oo)  <M3,

for some positive numbers T and Mi, i = I, ... , 3. Then there is a constant

C = C(k , K, Mx, M2, Ms, T) such that

(3.4) ||m(0-"b(0II + ||0(O -Mt)W<Ch2,        t£[0,T].

Here, || • ||//2(öci) is defined by summation over the flat parts of the polygon

df2. In the remainder of this section we let C denote various quantities that

may depend on the data of our problem as in the statement of Theorem 3.1.

All estimates that are derived hold uniformly with respect to t £ [0, T]. We

prepare for the proof of Theorem 3.1 by proving some preliminary bounds for

<t>(t)-Mt).

Lemma 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 we have

(3.5) ||V(0(O - 0„(O)|| < C(h + Wu(t) - uh(t)\\) ,

(3.6) ||0(O - ¿„(OH <c(h2 + Wu(t) - uh(t)\\ + h-d'6Wu(t) - uh(t)W2).

Proof. Since all results below are uniform in t, we do not make the i-depen-

dence explicit. Let e^ = 4> - 4>h • It follows from (1.5) and (1.7) that

(3.7) (o(uh)Ve4,,Vx) = ([o(Uh)-o(u)]V(l>,Vx),        V* 6 Sh,

and

(3.8) (rj(u)Ve¿,Vx) = ([(T(Uh)-cj(u)]V(Ph,Vx),        VxeSh.

Since nh 4> - 4>h £ S h > we have from (3.7) that

(o(Uh)Ve,p, Ve0) = (ct(m„)V^ , V(<p - nh<p)) + (a(w/,)V^, V(nh<t> - h))

= (o(uh)Ve^,V(<p-nh<p))

+ ([a(uh) - o(u)]V(f>, V(nh<p - <j>h)).

It now follows from (1.3) and (3.3) that

IIV^H2 < c(||Ve>|| ||V(0 - nh<t>)\\ + \\uh - «|| llalli,oo||V(0A - nh(ß)\\)

< c(||Ve>|| ||V(</> - nh<p)\\ + \\uh - u\\(\\V(<t> - nh(t>)\\ + IIV^II))

<c(||V(0-7r^)||2 + ||W„-"H2) + ^l|V^||2.

Hence,

IIV^H <C(||V(0- nh<f>)\\ + \\uh -«||),
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which immediately yields (3.5) in view of an interpolation error estimate and

(3.3).
The L2 estimate of e$ is obtained by the standard duality argument. Let yi

be the unique solution of the Dirichlet problem

(3.9) -V-(o(u)Vy/)=e4,in Ç1;       ^ = 0on<9Q.

Then the standard regularity estimate yields (recall that Q is a convex polygon)

\<r'(u)Vu- Vy/ + e¿\
|V||2,2 <C||A|p|| = C o(u)

Using (1.3), Holder's inequality, an interpolation inequality (see (4.2) below),

the trivial estimate ||y||i,2 < C||e^||, and ||w||2j2 < M2 from (3.2), we obtain

||V||2,2 < C(||Vw||o, 6 IIV^Ho, 3 + IMl)

<c(||M||2,2lkll!;"/6|^||2i2 + lk0||)

<c(||u||J((2l-rf/6)||Hi.a + M) + illH.2.2

<C||^|| + I||^||2,2.

Hence,

(3.10) lklb.2 < cm.

From (3.9) and Green's formula it follows that

||^||2 = -(V.(a(W)V^),^)

= (o(u)Vy/, Ve¿) - (a(u)Vy/ • v, e>)

(3.11) = (o(u)V(ip - y/h), Ve0) + (o(u)Vy/h , Ve>)

-(o(u)Vy/-v, g-nhg)

= Ti + T2 + T3,

where  (//„ = ^h¥ € S h, and where we have used (•, •) to denote the inner

product in L2(dQ), and v is the unit outward normal vector on 9Q.

The first term on the right of (3.11) is easily estimated by means of an inter-

polation error bound, (3.5) and (3.10):

|r,| < C||V(<p - ^)|| ||Ve>|| < Ch\\wh,2 C(h + Wu - UhW)

< c(/!2 + ||w-"nlljIMI-

Using (3.8), we have

T2 = (ff(M)V^, VVh) = ([a(uk) - o(u)]V<f)h , Vy/h)

= ([o(uh) - a(u)]V(p, Vy/h) + ([a(uh) - o(u)}V(<ph - </>), Vy)

+ ([o(uh) - a(u)W(<Ph - </>), V(Wh - V)).

Hence,

|r2| < c\\u- maI|(||0||i>OoII^IIi,2 + l|v^||o,3||v/||i,6) + cyv^ii \\v(Vh - v)l
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Using the facts that ||<£||i>00 < M3, ||(Mi,2 + llalli,6 < C|M|2,2 < C||^|| and
l|V(^ - y/)\\ < CA||^||2,2 < CAH^H, we obtain

|/2|<c(||M-M„||(l + ||V^||o,3)+A||V^||)||^||.

By interpolation error estimates, an inverse estimate, (3.3) and (3.5) we have
here

||Ve>||o,3 < l|V(0 - 7TB0)||o,3 + l|V(^0 - 4>h)Wo,3

< CA'-^II^IU.z + CA-^6||V(7r^ - </>„)\\

< CA'-d/6||0||2)2 + CA-rf/6(CA||0||2,2 + HV^Il)

<C(H-A_i//6||M-MA||),

so that

|r2| < C([h2 + \\u - uh\\ + h~d'6wu - mb||2)||^||.

Finally, we have

\T}\ < C\\g - 7r„g|k2(9n)||^||2,2 < CA2||^||ff2(fln)||^|| < C/z2||e>||,

where a trace inequality, an interpolation error estimate and (3.10) have been

used. Together, the above estimates prove (3.6).   o

Proof of Theorem 3.1. It is convenient to split the error into two parts: uh-u =

(Uh - uh) + (üh - u), where w„ : [0, T] -* Sh is uniquely defined by

(312)     (üh,t,x) + (Vüh,Vx) = (F(u,(¡>),x),     v*e¿„, te[0,T],

"a(0) = «ao,

with F(u,(f>) = <t(m)|V0|2. Applying the known error analysis for linear

parabolic equations, we obtain

(3.13) \\üh(t)-u(t)\\<Ch2,

where C depends on Mx and M2, see Theorem 2.1.

Forming the difference between (1.6) and (3.12), we have for ( = «„-«„

that

Çl-Ahi; = Ph(F(Uh,<l>h)-F(u,<t>)),    t£[0,T];        f (0) = 0.

Hence, the variation of constants formula implies that

(3.14) ||C(0ll < f\\Eh(t - s)Ph (F(uh(s), Ms)) - E(u(s), <f>(s))) \\ ds.

We proceed to estimate ||C(0ll by bounding the right side in various ways. In

doing so, we shall need several bounds for the operator Eh(t)Ph ■ In addition to

(2.3) we quote from [11, Lemma 5.2] a bound of the norm of Eh(t)Ph consid-

ered as an operator from L2 into Loo , namely, for any e > 0 there is Ce > 0

such that

(3.15) \\Eh(t)Ph¥\\0tOO<C€rd>*-e\\y,\\,        t>0.
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By duality we also have the same bound for the norm of Eh(t)Ph '■ Lx —► L2,

that is,

(3.16) \\Eh(t)Phip\\<Cit-e"4-t\\y/\\o,i,       t>0,e>0.

In fact,

H 171 II F (tiP ,/ll - «,n \JEh(t)Ph¥, X)\ _ Qim \(V,Eh(t)PhX)\
(3.17) \\Lh(t)Fhlf/\\  =   SUp   -¡7-Tj-   -   SUP   -¡7-Tj- ,

X6L2 lull X€L2 IIXll

since Eh(t)Ph is selfadjoint, so that (3.16) follows from (3.15).
We begin by deriving a preliminary low-order estimate of ||C(0ll • We have

WF(uh,<t>h)-E(u,(p)Wo,i

< \\o(uh)V(4>h + <P) ■ V(4 - <f>)Wo, i + \\(<r(uh) - ff(«))l WHo, i

(3-18)     < C(||V^|| + ||V0||)||V(0A - 0)|| + C\\uh - u\\ ||0||2>oo

< c(h + \\uh -u\\\,

where we have used the easily proved fact that ||V0„(OI| + ||V0(OH < C, the

assumption ||0(Olli,oo < M-¡, and the error bound (3.5). Hence, by (3.14),

(3.16) and (3.13) we have

l|Wn(0-"(0ll<ll"n(0-"(0ll + IIC(0ll

'./(/- s)-aWF(uh(s), Ms)) - F(u(s), #s))||o, i ds
Jo

<Ch2 + C
/o

<Ch2 + C Í (t- s)~a(h + Wuh(s) - u(s)w) ds

<Ch + C [ (t- s)~a\\uh(s) - u(s)\\ ds,
Jo

where it is possible to choose a £ (3/4, 1), since d < 3. Hence, a variant of

Gronwall's lemma (see, e.g., [14, Lemma 5.6.7], [10, Lemma 7.1.1] or Lemma

3.4 below) yields the preliminary bound

||m„(0-"(0II < Ch-

Inserted into (3.5) and (3.6), this gives

WMt)-4>(t)h,2<ch,

W<Phit)-<t>it)\\<c(h2 + Wuhit)-u(t)w).

The reason for the suboptimality of the preliminary bound is that we esti-

mated F(uh , (fih) - E(u, <t>) in terms of V(0„ - </>), which is only 0(h). In
order to obtain an estimate of second order, we shall use a duality argument

to remove the gradient from the latter term. This argument requires a more

accurate expansion of F(Uh , </>n) - F(u, 0), namely

F(uh , M - F(u, 0) = [o(uh) - o(u)]\V<l>\2

+ 2o(u)V<j) • V(0„ - (j))

(3.20) +2[o(uh)-o(u)]Vct>-V((ph-4>)

+ o(uh)W(4>h~4>)\2

= RX+R2 + R3 + R4.
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Using (2.3) and (3.16), we shall estimate each of the terms \\Eh(t - s)PhRi(s)\\
and substitute the result into the right-hand side of (3.14).

Omitting the dependence on t - s and s in intermediate steps, we obtain
for the first term

\\Eh(t - s)PhRx(s)\\ = WEhPh([o(Uh) - <x(u)]|V0|2)|| < CWuh - u\\ ||0||2>oo

< CWuh(s) - u(s)\\.

For the second term we use a duality argument (cf. (3.17)): for ^ G L2 we have

(Eh(t - s)PhR2(s), x) = 2(V(0A - 0), o(u)V<pEhPhx)

= -2(cf>h-cj),V-[cj(u)V<pEhPhX])

= -2(<Ph-4>,o(u)V4>-V[EhPhX\),

since V • (a(u)V(j>) = 0. Hence, by (2.3),

\(Eh(t -s)PhR2(s), x)\ < 2110/, - 01111011.,oc \\EhPhX\\i,2

<C(t-s)-x/2WMs)-<t>(s)\\Wx\\,

so that, in view of the second estimate in (3.19),

\\Eh(t - s)PhR2(s)\\ < C(t - s)-x'2(h2 + \\uh(s) - u(s)\\).

By (3.16) there is a € (3/4, 1) such that

\\Ekit - s)PhRi(s)\\ < C(t - s)-aW[o(uh) - o(u)W4> • V(4>h - 0)||o, i

< c(t - syaWuh - uw ||0||i,oo(l|v0„n + ||V0||)

< C(t - syaWuh(s) - u(s)\\.

Similarly, by the first estimate in (3.19),

\\Eh(t - s)PhR*(s)\\ < C(t - s)-aW<j(Uh)\V(<j>h - 0)|2||o, i

< c(t - syaw<t>his) - 0WII2,2 < c(t - s)~ah2.

Combining these bounds with (3.14) and (3.13), we obtain

(3.21)        \\uh(t) - u(t)\\ <Ch2 + C j (t- s)-a(h2 + \\uh(s) - u(s)\\) ds.

Gronwall's lemma now yields the desired bound for ||i/„(0 - «(Oil m (3.4), and

hence, in view of (3.19), also the bound for ||0„(O - 0(011 •   n

3.2.   The completely discrete case.    We now turn to the completely discrete

scheme. Our result is the following.

Theorem 3.3. Let u,<j) and U„,<bn be solutions of (l.4)-( 1.5) and(l.%)-( 1.9),
respectively, with uho chosen so that

||«o-Wnoll <Mxh2.

Assume further that d < 3 and that

SUP   (||«(0I|2,2 + IMOII + l|A-lM«(0ll + 'IM0II2.2 + i||Mtt(0l|) < M2 ,
0<t<TK '

SUP   {\\g(t)\\mm + ||0(Oll2,2 + H0(OI|l,oo + ||0r(Olll,2)  <M3,
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and that k < M^l6 for some positive numbers T and M,■,  i = I, ... , 4.

Then there is C = C(tc, K, Mx, M2, M3, M4, T) such that

Wu(tn) -Un\\ + U(t„) - <D„|| < C(h2 + k),        tn£[0, T].

We will need a discrete version of the generalized Gronwall lemma that we

referred to in the previous proof. We formulate this in the following lemma,

where we use the convention that a sum is considered to be empty if its upper

limit is smaller than its lower limit, that is, J2T=n ai ~ 0 if m < n .

Lemma 3.4. Assume that the sequence tpn satisfies

n-l

0<<pn<A + BkYtn~-tß<Pi   fortn£[0,T],
1=0

where A, B, T are positive numbers and 0 < ß < 1. Then there is a constant

C = C(ß,B,T) such that tpn < CA for t„ £ [0, T].

Proof. Iterating the given inequality once, using the inequalities

k"YC^< fn(tn-s)-x^ds = Cß4,
1=0 Jo

* E Cî'tT-r < Cß ¡\tn - s)-x^(s - t}rX+yds = C,iFç!}*" ,

valid for 0 < ß, y < 1, we obtain

<pn < A + ABk Y Cî" + B2k y (k Y Cißh!Jß) ?j
1=0 7=0 v   /=7+i '

B-2

<Cx(ß,B, T)A + C2(ß, B)kYC!2ß(Pl-
1=0

After N - 1 iterations, where N is the smallest integer such that -1 + Nß > 0,

we have

n-N

<pn<Cx(ß,B, T)A + C2(ß, B)k Y ClNß(Pi
l=o

n-N

<Cx(ß,B,T)A + C2(ß,B,T)kY<Pl>
1=0

and the desired conclusion follows by the standard Gronwall lemma.   D

Proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof is a generalization of the proof of Theorem 3.1.

We begin by splitting the error into two parts: Un-u„ = (U„ - U„) + (U„ - u„),

where U„ £ Sh is uniquely defined by

322)   (d„Ü«,x) + (VÜH,VX) = (F(un><j>n),x),        VXZSh,  tn£[0,T],

Uo = "/¡o j
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with u„ = u(t„), 0„ = <j>(t„) and F(un,<j)n) = ct(m„)|V0„|2 . Applying the
known error analysis for linear parabolic equations, we obtain

(3.23) WUn-uH\\<C(h2 + k),

where C depends on Mx and M2, see Theorem 2.1.

Forming the difference between (1.8) and (3.22) and applying the variation

of constants formula, we have for Çn = Un - Un that

n-l

(3.24) |K„||</:^||^-//,n((ir(i//,<I>/)-/;'(i//+i,0/+1))||.
/=0

In addition to (2.4), the discrete evolution operator EghPh satisfies the bound

(3.25) WEkhPh¥\\<Cetñd,4~€\\wh,i,        tn>0, e>0.

The proof of this is analogous to that of (3.16). Indeed, by inspection of the

proof of [11, Lemma 5.2] it is clear that a completely discrete analog of (3.15)

holds and hence (3.25) follows by duality.
Lemma 3.2 is directly applicable to the equation for <P„ and gives

I|V(O„-0„)||<c(a + ||[/„-M„||),
(3.26) ,    V '

II*« - 0«ll < C(h2 + \\U„- un\\ + h-<"6WUn - UnW2).

Hence,

(3.27) \\F(U„-i, <&„_!) - F(w„_,, 0n-i)||o,i < C(h + ||f/n_, - m„_,||) ,

cf. (3.18). In a similar way we have

||-F("n-l, 4>n-l)-F(un, 4>„)Wo,l

< ||cr(î<„_1)V(0„_i + 0n)-V(0„_, -0„)||o,i

+ ||((7(W„_1)-(T(M„))|V0n|2||o,l

<C(||V0„_1|| + ||V0„||)||0„_1-0„||1,2
(3.28) v ;

+ C\\un-i -M„||||0nl|2>Oo

< C(||0„_! -0„||l,2 + ||M„-l -«nil)

<Ck sup (ll^iOlli^ + IMOlO^CA.
0<KTv '

Therefore,

\\F(Vn-i, On_,) - F(un , 0„)||o,. <c(h + k + ||t/„_, - «„_i|l) ,
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so that, by (3.24), (3.23) and (3.25),

WUn-Un\\< ||c/„-M„|| + ||Cn||

n-1

< C(h2 + k) + CkY t-lpWFiV,, <D,) - F(ul+i, 0/+1)||o, i
/=o
n-l

< C(h2 + k) + CkY C/ (h + k + \\U¡- w,||)
1=0

n-l

<Cih + k) + CkY,a\Ui-u,\\,
1=0

where we have chosen a £ (3/4, 1). Hence, Lemma 3.4 yields the preliminary

bound

WUn-un\\ <C(h + k),

which, in view of (3.26), leads to

||<ï>n-0n||l,2<C(A + Â:),

(3.29)
IOn -0n|| < C[h + k + WUn -M„||J,

where we have also used the assumption that kh~dl(> < M4 . In order to com-

plete the proof, we repeat the steps leading to (3.21) using (3.28) and replacing

(3.27) by a more accurate expansion as in (3.20). This gives

n-l

\\U„ - «J < C(h2 + k) + CkY Ç*,\\Ui - «/Il,
1=0

so that ||f/„ - u„\\ < C(h2 + k) follows by the Gronwall argument of Lemma

3.4, and hence, in view of (3.29), we also obtain ||q>„ - 0„|| < C(h2 + k).   D

4. Existence and regularity

In this section we study the solvability of the system (1.1)—(1.2). The exis-

tence of global weak solutions in two space dimensions (il c R2) was shown

by Cimatti [5], see also Rodrigues [15] and Allegretto and Xie [2] for exis-

tence results for related problems. The regularity of these solutions, however, is

insufficient for the purpose of proving error bounds of optimal order, cf. Theo-

rems 3.1 and 3.3. Building upon the techniques of [5], we obtain global strong

solutions with the required regularity in one and two space dimensions. The

three-dimensional case remains an open problem.

Theorem 4.1. Assume that ficR'', d < 2, is a bounded domain whose bound-
ary is either smooth or a convex polygon. Let T > 0, r > 2 and assume

that u0 £ H2 n Hx, g £ LoottO, T], W2), gt £ Lx([0, T],H2) and gtt e

Loc([0, T],HX). Then (1.1)—(1.2) has a unique solution u £ C'([0, T], L2) n
C([0, T], H2), 0 £ Loo([0, T], H2). Moreover, there is a constant C, depend-

ing on T, r, uo, g, Q and on a through the constants k , K in (1.3), such that

for t £ [0, T] we have

\\u(t)\\2,2 + IMOII + ll^'MOII + 'IM0II2.2 + *||«»(0ll
+ 110(0112,2+ ||0(OI|l,oc + l|0/(OI|l,2<C.
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In order to prepare the way for the proof, we recall some facts that we shall

need. The assumption about Q guarantees that for any p £ [2, oo) there is C

such that

(4.1) ||M||2,P<C||AM||0,P,        Vu£W2nHx,

see [9]. Under even weaker assumptions about Í2 c Rd we have the following

interpolation result [1]: let 1 < p < oo, m > 1 and assume that u £ Wpm .

Then there is a constant C = C(m, p, q, d, f2) such that the inequality

(4.2) ||M||0,, < C||M||¿7;iK,p, where 6 = ^(± - ±) ,

holds for q £ [p, oo] if m - d/p > 0, for q £ [p, oo) if m - d/p = 0, and for

q £ [p, -d/(m - d/p)] if m - d/p < 0. Note that 0 < 6 < 1. We shall also
use a theorem of Meyers [13], which we quote here in a special case suitable

for our purpose. We use the standard notation Wx = {u £ Wql : u\dc¡ = 0} and

W~x is the dual space of Wx,, where q and q' are conjugate exponents.

Theorem 4.2 (Meyers [13]). Assume that Q, c Rd has the property that, for

some q £ (2, oo) and L > I, the Laplacian A is an isomorphism from Wx

onto W~x with ||A_'|| < L, and let the function a satisfy the inequalities

0 < k < a(x) < K for all x £ f2. Then there are p £ (2, q) and C > 0
depending only on q, k , K, L such that the following holds true: Let f £ (Lp)d
be a vector field and let u £ H0X be the unique solution of

(aVu,Vx) = (f,VX),       V*e//0'.

Then u £ Wpx and ||Vi/||0,p < C||/||o,p.

The assumption in Meyers' theorem is satisfied, for example, if Í2 c R2 is

bounded and 9Q is either smooth [12] or a polygon [8]. See also [3] for a

modern presentation of Meyers' theorem, and [ 16] for a finite element version.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let Vm be the eigenspace corresponding to the m small-
est eigenvalues of the operator -A with domain of definition H2 n //J . We

consider the initial value problem

U(t) £ Vm,

(4.3) (U,x) + (VU, Vx) = (cj(U) | V<D|2,*),        Vv 6 Fm ,  t>0,

(U(0),x) = (u0,X), VxeVm,

where <I>(0 is determined by the linear elliptic boundary value problem

(44) <D(0€//',   d>(t)-g(t)€H¿,

(<j(U)V4>,Vx) = 0,        V* £HX,  t>0.

Clearly, given U(t) and g(t), there is a unique solution <I>(0 of (4.4). It

follows that (4.3) is an initial value problem for a finite-dimensional system of

ordinary differential equations for the Fourier coefficients of U. Hence, there

exists a unique solution to (4.3) on a time interval [0, Tm], where Tm depends

on uo and m . We proceed to derive a priori bounds, which show that (4.3)
has a solution on the prescribed time interval [0, T]. These estimates will also

allow the passage to the limit in U and <i> as m —> oo, yielding the existence
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of a solution u, 0 to (1.1)—(12) with the desired regularity. This passage to

the limit is rather standard and we omit the details (cf. [5]).

Throughout this proof we let C denote various quantities that may depend

on the data T, r, uq, g, f2 and on o through the constants k, K in (1.3),

but not on m and /. All estimates that we derive below hold uniformly with

respect to t £ [0, T].

Step 1. We begin by showing some preliminary estimates of <I>. The starting

point is the maximum principle, which yields

(4.5) ||0(Ollo,oo<||s(Ollo,oo<C.

Next we apply Meyers' Theorem 4.2 to equation (4.4), which implies that there

is p > 2 such that HVOHo.p < C||V^||0,P. The constant C depends only on
Q and a through the bounds in (1.3). The optimal value of p is unknown;

for simplicity we assume that 2 < p < r. Together with (4.5), this shows that

(4.6) ||<D(0||.,,<C.

Further estimates of <P depend on derivatives of o(U), and we shall take this

carefully into account.

First we note that equation (4.4) implies -o(U)A<S> - Vo(U) • V<P = 0, so

that, by Holder's inequality,

HAOllo,P = It77?Vví7- HL    ^ CHVl/llo^llVOHo,,,
o(U) 0,p

for any q, q' satisfying l/q + l/q' = l/p.  Applying the regularity estimate

(4.1) to the function O - g £ H¿ , we thus obtain

||<D||2,P < c(||A4>||o,p + llsb,,) < C(l + llVC/Ho^llVfcllo,,).

Hence, using also the interpolation inequality (4.2) and (4.6), we have

ll<i>ll2,.<c(i + ||c/||2,2||<D||?;i)||0||27;)

<c(i + ||c/||2,2||<&||^;)

<c(l + ||c/||^2) + I||<D||2,p,

where a = 1 - d/p + d/q = 1 - d/q'. In the last step we also used Young's

inequality

(4.7) ab<ex-xleaxie + ebx'{X~e\        e > 0, 0 < 6 < 1, a, b > 0.

For the above estimate of ||VC/||U>?' to hold, it is required that q' < oo, which

in its turn is equivalent to a < 1 . We have thus proved the preliminary estimate

(4.8) ||<D(0||2,P<C(1 + ||[/(0||2(Q2), forae[l-rf/p,l),

where C is independent of a . We next proceed to show that there are ß < 1

and C > 0 such that

(4.9) IW0lli,=o + ||*(0ll?,4<c(l + ||C/(0lll2).
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In fact, arguing as above using (4.6) and (4.8), we have

l|V<D||o,oo < C||0||¡7;||0||^ < C(l + ||C7||2/°2) ,

where y = d/p < 1 . By taking a sufficiently near 1, and in view of the

maximum norm estimate in (4.5), we obtain the desired sublinear estimate of

||4>||i.oo in (4.9). Similarly,

livfl>ll0t4 < (c||o||};;ii*||^)2 < c(i + wuwZa),

where now y = d/p-d/4. Since 2y = (4/p- l)d/2 < 1, the bound for ||0||2 4

in (4.9) follows by taking a sufficiently near 1 .

Remark. This is where the restriction to two space variables occurs: if d = 3,

then we must have q' < 6 and a < 1 /2, so that we can only guarantee that

ß < 3 in (4.9).

Step 2. We now estimate ||t/||2>2 and WUt\\ ■ We begin by noting that it

suffices to estimate  WUt\\ ■   Indeed, equation (4.3) implies that   Ut -AU =

Pm(o(U)\V&\2), where Pm denotes the orthogonal projection onto Vm. Hence,

using the regularity estimate (4.1), (4.9) and (4.7), we obtain

\\Uh,2 < CWAUW < C(\\U,\\ + ||a(C/)|V4)|2||)

<C(||C/Í|| + ||<D||2,4)<C(1 + ||£/,|| + ||£/||f2)

<C(l + \\Ut\\) + l\\U\\2,2,

since ß < 1. This shows that

(4.10) ||i/(0ll2,2<c(l + \\Ut(t)\\).

Taking x = Ut in (4.3), we obtain

ll^ll2 + \j-t\WUW2 = (°(U)\v<&\2, ut) < qioiif^n^ii

<c(l + ||C/íf)||í/í||<C + i||c/í||2,

since ß < 1, where we have employed (4.9), (4.10) and (4.7). Integration with

respect to / then yields

(4.11) / ||L7;||2ú?J + ||VÍ7(OI|2<C||V(/3mMo)l|2 + Cí<C,
Jo

since c/(0) = Pmuo, where Pm is bounded independently of m with respect

to the norm ||V • ||.
In order to obtain further estimates of Ut, we differentiate equations (4.3)

and (4.4) with respect to t. Beginning with (4.4), we have

(4.12) (o(U)V<S>t,Vx) = -(a(U)tV<S>, VX),        V* £ Hx.

Straightforward estimates based on taking x = $/ - St give

llalli,2 < C(||Ä||,,2 + ||a'(c/)c/,V(D||) < c(l + \\Ut\\ HOHi.oo) ,
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so that in view of (4.9) and (4.10)

(4.13) 11^(0111,2 <c(l + ||i/;(0||2).

Next we note that the source term in (4.3) may be transformed as follows, by

Green's formula and equation (4.4):

(o(U)\V<t>\2, x) = -(<r(t/)<DV<D, vx),       vx e vm.

Differentiating equation (4.3) with respect to t, we thus have

(4.14) (Utl,x) + (VUl,Vx) = -(((J(U)<t>V<!>)t,Vx),        Vv £ Vm.

With x = Ut this leads to

(4.15) £tWU,W2 + HVL/,112 < ||(<7(c/)<DV<I>),||2.

Here we have

||(cr(c/)<DVO)<|| < \\a'iU)U,<l>V<l>\\ + \\o(U)Q,VQ\\ + ||(j(l/)<I>V<I>f||

< c(\\Ut\\ ||<D||o,oc||4>||i,oo + ll*tllo,,ll*lli,p + ll^llo.ooll^H,,,),

where l/q + l/p = 1/2. Using Sobolev's inequality ||0,||o>9 < C||0(||i>2 and
known bounds for <I> and O, in (4.5), (4.9), (4.13) and (4.10), we arrive at

||(a(c/)<DVO),||<c(l + ||£/,||2).

Using the fact that U(0) = Pmu0, so that ||C/(0)||2,2 < C\\AU(0)\\ < C\\AuQ\\ <
C, and hence by (4.9),

||i/,(0)|| < ||AC/(0)|| + ||/»„(ff(C/(0))|V«I>(0)|2)||

< WAU(0)\\ + C||0>(0)||2,4 < C(l + ||t/(0)||2>2) < C,

we integrate (4.15) to get

ll^(0ll2+ / WVU,W2ds < C + C [ WU,W4ds.
Jo Jo

Applying Gronwall's lemma together with (4.11), we obtain

(4.16) ||t/,(0l|2+ / WVU,W2ds<CexpU \\U,\\2ds) <C.

Substituting this result into (4.10), (4.9), (4.13) and (4.8), we may conclude

(4.17) ||C/(0||2,2 + ||C/,(0II + \m)h,2+ IWOIIl.oo + 11^(0111,2 < c.

Step 3. It remains to bound \\A-lU„(t)\\, t\\U,it)\\2,2 and i||c/«(0ll- We begin
by noting that U„ - AU, = />m(tj(í/)|V<P|2)í, where, in view of (4.17),

||((T(t/)|V<P|2)r|| < \\o'(U)Ut\V<J>\2\\ + 2||<7(t/)V4>• VO,||
(4.18) / , x

^ciwutWwnioo + wnx.ooW^tWx^) <c,

so that

(4.19) ||i/((0||2,2<c(l + ||L/„(0||),
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and also

IIA-'IWOII < \\U,\\ + ||A-'(a(c/)|VO|2);|| < C.
It now only remains to estimate f||t/M(0|| • In order to do so, we differentiate

equation (4.3) with respect to t and substitute x = Utt, which after some
simple manipulations gives

\\UaW2 + £||VC/,||2 < ||(<T(£/)|V*|2)f||2 < C,

where we employed (4.18) in the last step. Multiplication by t and integration

now yields

(4.20) / 5||c/„||2ö?5 + i||VC7/(0||2<C+ / \\VUt\\2ds<C,
Jo Jo

in view of (4.16). In the next step we differentiate equation (4.14) with respect

to t and substitute x = Utt to obtain

(4.21) £l|iy2 + nviy2 < n((7(i7)ov4>)„||2.

Here we have

(ct(c/)<DVO)„ = (T(t/)„<DV<D + a(c/)4>„VO

(4.22) +CT([/)OV<D„ + 2(j(t/),<DiV<I>

+ 2(t(í/)(<DVOí + 2o(U)®tVQ>f

In order to estimate the terms on the right, we shall repeatedly use bounds from

(4.17) together with

||C/í||o,oo<C||c/í||2,2<C(l + ||L/„||),

which follows from Sobolev's inequality and (4.19). Thus,

||ff(t/)tt4>V4>|| = \\(a'(U)U„ + fT"(c/)i72)0>VO||

<C(||C/„|| + ||c/í||||C/í||o,oo)l|<I>||2Joo

<c(i + \\utt\\),

and

\\a(U),0tvn + \\o(U)t<l>V<l>t\\ < C||^|lo,ool|*»lli,2||4>||i,oo < c(l + ||t7„||).

Similarly,

Wa(U)<î>tV<t>t\\ < CH^Ho.coll^lli^ < CH^IIo,oo.
Application of Meyers' theorem to equation (4.12) shows that

IIV^Ho.p < c{\\(j'(U)Utvno,p + \\a(U)Vgt\\0,p)

<C(l+||üi||o,oo||*||l,,)<C(l+P/Ä||),

where p £ (2, r] is the same as before, and since ||<P/||o,oo < CH'Mli.p we may

conclude that

||(T(L7)í)íVOí||<c(l + ||í/„||).

Finally, for the remaining two terms in (4.22) we have

||ff(C/)<D„V<D|| + ||(T(t/)<PVO„|| < CH^Ih.ooll^lli.z < CH+tth-,7.
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In order to bound ||Oit||i)2, we differentiate equation (4.12) with respect to t

to get

(o(U)V<S>tt,Vx) = -(<T(£/)„V«D + 2ff(£/)/V4»/, V*),        V* £ H¿.

With x = ®tt- gtt this gives

||0«||i,2 < c(\\gt,Wi,2 + (WUaW + WUtW l|£//||o,oo)ll*Hi.oo + l|c/í||o,oo||<I>í||1,2)

<C(1+||L7„||).

Together, these estimates show that

||((T(L7)OV<D)„||<c(l + ||C/„||).

If we substitute this into (4.21), multiply by t2 and integrate, then we get

t2\\Utt(t)\\2 + j s2WVUttW2ds<C([l+f sWUttW2ds) <C,

in view of (4.20), and the proof of the a priori bounds is complete.

Step 4. Finally, in order to prove uniqueness, we let ux, 0i and u2, 02 be

two solutions of (1.1)—(1.2). By means of the a priori bounds ||0,||i!Oo < C,
i = 1, 2, it is straightforward to show that ||0i - 02||ij2 < C||«i - w2|| , and

^ll«i _ M2||2 < C||«i - w2||2,  so that uniqueness follows.   D
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